Committee: Dipper

Date of Report: 2/9/15

Committee Members:
Nancy Harrity Irvine      Scott Richter      Sarah Winkel
Liz Janzen                Isaiah Thede       Kari Salzsider

Goal of Committee:
The 4-H Dipper raises money for 4-H educational programs by providing affordable healthy food choices during the Winnebago County Fair for all fair visitors, while providing 4-H members the opportunity to be actively involved and to develop life skills.

Date of Meeting: 2/2/15

Members present:
Nancy Harrity Irvine      Scott Richter      Sarah Winkel

Agenda Items:
2015 Dipper Menu – adding a new breakfast item similar to the Taco Bell Crunch wrap. Also looking at adding smoothies to the menu after last year’s pilot.

Looking for a youth in Leadership or Health Science that would be interested in helping to train Dipper workers on dress and health code requirements.

Looking for another Board member to serve on the Dipper committee.

Dog project leaders will be using the iPad in May.

Will be contacting Outagamie and FDL Food Stand committees to see if they would like to meet and share ideas.

Matt W. had recommended Volunteer Spot as a tool for scheduling Dipper Workers. Nancy is looking into this.

Action Items:

- Sarah to check on soft shell taco wrap for crunch wrap.
- Nancy to check on youth in Leadership or Health Science Projects to see if we could get a youth to take on training for dress and health code requirements at the Dipper.
- Nancy to ask again for another BOD to be on committee.
- Scott to check with Darcy on Riches brownies.
- Nancy to check with Outagamie and FDL if they want to meet with us.
- Scott to send Nancy the Dipper Jobs.
- Nancy to see if they would fit into the Volunteer Spot scheduling tool.

Decisions Needed from the Board of Directors:
Request to spend around $300 for two blenders for smoothies
Request to spend $75 for a new Nesco for the bake potatoes
Request a second Board Member to be on Dipper committee